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1.  RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

In 2018, the #MeToo movement became one of the most prominent nationwide 

movements in China covering different industries. More than 36 #MeToo cases 

were exposed, of which more than half occurred in schools, while there were 

others in NGOs and the entertainment industry. Although sexual harassment is 

common in the workplace in China, the situation for women factory workers is 

rarely discussed by society.  

Laws Protecting Women’s Rights and Interests in China 

In China, there is no single comprehensive law on sexual harassment. Instead, 

sexual harassment is mentioned in three laws, both national and local, aiming to 

protect women’s and female employees’ rights, anti-gender discrimination and 

promote gender equality. 

 

1. Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Women’s 

Rights and Interests (1992, amended 2005 and 2018) 1 

The Law covers many areas concerning the protection of women and anti-sexual 

harassment is part of this concern. However, out of 61 articles only one article 

(Art.40) mentions that sexual harassment is prohibited and that the victim has 

the right to file a complaint. There are also three articles (Art. 52, Art 53 and 

Art.54) concerning legal responsibility, but they are too general and sexual har-

assment is not even mentioned. However, Articles 53 and 54 do mention that 

women’s organizations such as the Women’s Federation should help the victims 

in filing complaints and demanding a reply from the unit and related department. 

See the full articles below: 

Article 40 Sexual harassment against woman is prohibited. The victims have 

the right to lodge complaint to unit or organ concerned. 

——————————————–——- 

1. Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Women’s Rights and Interests Retrieved October 30, 2020 
from https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/eoir/legacy/2013/11/08/Protection%20of%20Women%27s%
20Rights.pdf  

https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/eoir/legacy/2013/11/08/Protection%20of%20Women%27s%20Rights.pdf
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/eoir/legacy/2013/11/08/Protection%20of%20Women%27s%20Rights.pdf
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Article 52 When a woman's lawful rights and interests are infringed upon, 

she has the right to request the competent department concerned for a dispo-

sition or arbitration from arbitration agency according to the law or bring a 

lawsuit in a people's court. Local legal aid agencies or the People's Court 

should provide help and legal and judicial aids according to the law with 

women who are poor in financial situation and need legal or judicial aids.  

Article 53 When a woman's lawful rights and interests are infringed upon, 

she may file a complaint with a women's organization, women's organization 

should maintain woman victim's rights and interests and has right to request 

and assist the department or unit concerned to investigate and deal with the 

case so as to protect the lawful rights and interests of the complainant. The 

department or unit concerned should conduct investigation and deal with and 

give reply.  

Article 54 Whenever a woman victim needs help in litigation, women's or-

ganizations should support. Women's Federation or women's organizations 

concerned can expose and criticize the violations of women's rights through 

the mass media and also request the department concerned to investigate and 

address the violation according to the law. 

 

2. Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Gender Equality Promotion Regula-

tions (2013, amended 2019)2.    

These are the first local regulations in China promoting gender equality and 

acting against gender-based discrimination violence and sexual harassment. 

Regarding sexual harassment, there are three articles mentioning sexual har-

assment and specifying some measures to stop sexual harassment which in-

clude publishing anti-sexual harassment guidelines, requiring units and  

————————————————— 

2.《深圳经济特区性别平等促进条例》Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Gender Equality Promotion Regula-

tions. Retrieved October 30, 2020 from https://www.cecc.gov/resources/legal-provisions/shenzhen-special-economic-
zone-gender-equality-promotion-regulations Chinese only.  

https://www.cecc.gov/resources/legal-provisions/shenzhen-special-economic-zone-gender-equality-promotion-regulations
https://www.cecc.gov/resources/legal-provisions/shenzhen-special-economic-zone-gender-equality-promotion-regulations
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enterprises take measures to prevent and stop sexual harassment (Art. 22) and 

employers to educate employees on anti-sexual harassment and the law. For 

the first time it also lists some areas that may constitute sexual harassment 

(Art. 23). Victims of sexual harassment can file a complaint or a court case 

(Art. 29). See the full articles below: 

 

Article 22 The Municipal Gender Equality Promotion Agency shall regularly 

publish guidelines for anti-sexual harassment conduct to guide state agen-

cies, enterprises and institutions, social organizations, and other organiza-

tions to prevent and stop sexual harassment.  

Article 23 Employers shall take measures to prevent and stop sexual harass-

ment and educate employees on anti-sexual harassment. Employers should 

stop and deal in a timely manner with use of positions, employment or other 

convenient conditions that violate the wishes of others and used expressed or 

implied sexual content or sex-related behavior, language, text, images, elec-

tronic information and other forms, as an exchange for benefits such as em-

ployment, promotion, remuneration, and reward. Employees can also com-

plain or report to relevant units, and relevant units shall take timely measures 

to deal with them. 

Article 29 If a party believes that he has suffered sexual harassment or gen-

der discrimination and his lawful rights and interests have been violated, he 

may file a complaint with the relevant competent authority or file a lawsuit 

with the people’s court in accordance with the law. The gender equality pro-

motion agency may assist parties who have suffered sexual harassment or 

gender discrimination to file a lawsuit in the people's court. 

If the circumstances of sexual harassment or gender discrimination are seri-

ous and constitute a crime, criminal responsibility shall be investigated in 

accordance with the law. 
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3. Special Rules on the Labor Protection of Female Employees [2012] 

These Rules specifically protect female workers and include sexual harass-

ment. However, regarding sexual harassment, only one article (Art. 11) states 

that employers are obliged to prevent and stop sexual harassment in the 

workplace. The other two articles (Art. 14 and Art.15) concerning legal re-

sponsibility of employers are too general and sexual harassment is not even 

mentioned. See full articles below: 

Article 11 Employers shall prevent and stop sexual harassment of female em-

ployees in the workplace3.  

Article 14 If an employer violates these Provisions by prejudicing the lawful 

rights and interests of a female worker, the female worker may lodge a com-

plaint, report the violation or file a petition in accordance with the law, or 

apply to the labor and personnel dispute mediation and arbitration institu-

tion for mediation and arbitration in accordance with the law. A female 

worker who is dissatisfied with the arbitral award may initiate a litigation at 

the people’s court in accordance with the law.   

Article 15 If an employer violates these Provisions by prejudicing the lawful 

rights and interests of a female worker and causing any harm to the female 

worker, it shall offer compensation in accordance with the law. If the employ-

er as well as the personnel directly in charge and other directly responsible 

personnel commit criminal offenses, they shall be subject to criminal liabili-

ties in accordance with the law. 

Concerning sexual harassment, none of these three laws clearly define what con-

stitutes sexual harassment, nor do they specify specific obligations, correspond-

ing legal responsibilities and the penal provisions for such acts, leaving factories 

lacking the motivation to take measures to protect female workers. 

————————————————— 

3. 《女职工劳动保护特别规定》Retrieved October 30, 2020 from http://www.lawinfochina.com/display.aspx?

id=9336&lib=law&SearchKeyword=Female%20Employees&SearchCKeyword=&EncodingName=big5  
The Special Provisions on Labor Protection of Female Workers. Retrieved October 30, 2020 from http://
schwanghai.weebly.com/uploads/2/0/6/5/20653742/special_provisions_on_labor_protection_of_female_workers.pdf 
(unofficial English translation)  

 

http://www.lawinfochina.com/display.aspx?id=9336&lib=law&SearchKeyword=Female%20Employees&SearchCKeyword=&EncodingName=big5
http://www.lawinfochina.com/display.aspx?id=9336&lib=law&SearchKeyword=Female%20Employees&SearchCKeyword=&EncodingName=big5
http://schwanghai.weebly.com/uploads/2/0/6/5/20653742/special_provisions_on_labor_protection_of_female_workers.pdf
http://schwanghai.weebly.com/uploads/2/0/6/5/20653742/special_provisions_on_labor_protection_of_female_workers.pdf
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Sexual harassment in the factory  

 

According to some research, sexual harassment in China is serious4 but sexual 

harassment in the factory is rarely addressed by a public audience and is thus an 

unknown area. Although there have been many reports on the working condi-

tions of factory workers, few reports address the issue of sexual harassment. 

Thus, the research on sexual harassment conducted by Shenzhen Hand in Hand 

Workers’ Center in 2013 was important. The research findings of this women 

worker NGO, nearly a year after the Shenzhen Law was implemented, found 

that around 70% of women workers have experienced sexual harassment in the 

factory5. To follow the footsteps of the 2013 research findings of Shenzhen 

Hand in Hand Workers’ Center and the 2018 #MeToo movement development in 

China, Globalization Monitor decided to conduct new research to explore and 

expose the current situation concerning sexual harassment in the workplace, and 

make it known to the public.  

Sexual harassment has become even more of a socio-political taboo in China 

since 2015. The authorities detained five young feminists on the eve of Interna-

tional Women's Day 2015 as they planned to protest against sexual harassment 

on public transport6.  

 

 

 

 

 

—————————————–——— 

4.The All China Women Federation (ACWF) carried out research in 2010 and found that 70% of the women interviewees had 
been sexually harassment.  
5. Hand-in-Hand Workers' Activity Centre. (2013, Nov 21). Make Sexual Harassment Been Seen-Sexual Harassment of Fac-
tory Women Workers. Retrieved October 30 2020 from: http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_6aa3941c0101hcvk.html  
6. Jacobs, Andrew. (2015, April 5.). "Taking Feminist Battle to China's Streets, and Landing in Jail". The New York Times. 
Retrieved October 30, 2020 from: https://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/06/world/asia/chinese-womens-rights-activists-fall-
afoul-of-officials.html  

http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_6aa3941c0101hcvk.html
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In 2018, the #MeToo movement drew public attention to sexual harassment 

again, resulting in more suppression from the government. In July 2018, the on-

ly online blog of women workers, Jian Jiao Blog, was banned permanently on 

Sina Weibo7 without explanation8. Another labour media website, Tootopia, was 

also shut down permanently as it quoted the research statistics regarding the sex-

ual harassment of women workers in 2013 in its articles9.  

It has become more crucial for us to conduct this research and reveal a clearer 

picture of the sexual harassment faced by women factory workers to the public. 

We are grateful to the workers who accepted our interview and the interviewers 

who assisted us in this research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

————————————————- 

7. Sina Weibo is a Chinese microblogging website. It is usually known as the Chinese version of Twitter. 
8. JianJiaoBlog. (2018, July 13). The Only Women Workers Online Platform In China Was Forbidden By Weibo. Retrieved  

October 30, 2020, from https://chinadigitaltimes.net/chinese/2018/07/尖椒部落-中国唯一女工专属资讯平台遭微博封杀/ 

9. The Initium. (2018, August 7). Morning Brief: Tootopia and MeiLi Siu were blocked. Retrieved October 30, 2020, from 
https://theinitium.com/article/20180807-morning-brief/  

https://chinadigitaltimes.net/chinese/2018/07/尖椒部落-中国唯一女工专属资讯平台遭微博封杀/
https://theinitium.com/article/20180807-morning-brief/
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2. KEY FINDINGS 

o More than one-third of the respondents revealed that they or their col-

leagues had encountered sexual harassment. However, due to widespread 

social stigmatization, it is believed the actual situation is likely much worse. 

 

o Although 64.5% of the victims interviewed took action against sexual harass-

ment, nearly 15% of them quit their job. 

 

o None of the victims had turned to the factory management or unions for help. 

Only one victim asked the Women's Federation for help; instead of assisting, 

the Women's Federation had put pressure on the victim to stay silent. 

 

o Although none of the workers said their factories had sexual harassment 

prevention mechanisms, 97% of the female workers interviewed agreed 

that the factories should set one up. 
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3.  RESEARCH METHODS AND LIMITATIONS 

Between December 2018 and August 2019, Globalization Monitor interviewed a 

total of 193 women workers from five factories. This research included 153 

workers who completed the questionnaires and an additional 40 workers who 

took part in in-depth interviews. The questionnaires were used to collect an ex-

tensive data set, while the interviews provided us with a deeper understanding of 

how workers cope with sexual harassment and whether they have turned to the 

existing mechanisms for help.    

The definition of sexual harassment:  

Sexual harassment is a sex-based behaviour that is unwelcome and offensive to 

its recipient. Our research listed the following seven behaviours according to the 

areas of sexual harassment mentioned in Article 23 of the 2013 Shenzhen Spe-

cial Economic Zone Gender Equality Promotion Regulations10: 

1. Dirty jokes and/or offensive comments about the body and appearance 

2. Sexually suggestive messages, calls or letters 

3. Sexually suggestive gazing or postures, e.g. eyes staring at breasts and hips, 

etc. 

4. Sexually related contents at work, e.g. pornographic pictures and slogans 

5. Physical contact without your consent, e.g. touching or deliberately rubbing 

your body 

6. Forcibly kissing you 

7. Requesting for sex favours 

Eighty-five percent of the respondents were invited to join this research by our 

researchers outside five factories. The other 15% of the respondents were work-

ers who had previously participated in our activities. We conducted in-depth in-

terviews with interviewees who were willing to talk with us in detail. 

—————————————— 

10.《深圳经济特区性别平等促进条例》Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Gender Equality Promotion Regulations.  

Retrieved October 30, 2020 from https://www.cecc.gov/resources/legal-provisions/shenzhen-special-economic-zone-gender-
equality-promotion-regulations Chinese only. 

https://www.cecc.gov/resources/legal-provisions/shenzhen-special-economic-zone-gender-equality-promotion-regulations
https://www.cecc.gov/resources/legal-provisions/shenzhen-special-economic-zone-gender-equality-promotion-regulations
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It was assumed that Chinese female factory workers might feel insecure talking 

about their experiences of sexual harassment to researchers they did not know. 

Therefore, we asked interview questions in the following format: ‘Have you or 

your colleagues ever encountered the aforementioned sexual harassment behav-

iour at the factory?’ If the interviewee revealed that her colleague was sexually 

harassed, we recorded the details of the sexual harassment of her colleague dur-

ing the interview and compared with the other interviews to avoid duplication.  

Researchers were briefed or equipped with the skills for establishing proactive 

relationships with interviewees while remaining sensitive to the interviewees’ 

feelings throughout the process. Some interviewees established a trusting rela-

tionship with the interviewer in the latter part of the interview, acknowledging 

that the victim was not her colleague, but the interviewee herself. 
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4. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE RE-
SEARCH RESULTS 

The basic data of the respondents 

We interviewed a total of 193 women workers, of whom 68.5% were 18-35 

years old, and 31.5% (60) were 36-45 years old.  

60.6% of the respondents were working in Dongguan (117) and 29% in Shen-

zhen (56), and the remaining 10.3% (20) from other inland cities in China11.  

The workers were from the light industry (38.3%), electronics industry (33.1%), 

garment industry (22.3%) and other industries (6.2%). The workers from the 

electronics industries in this study were generally younger, the average age of 

workers was 22. The average age of light industry and garment industry workers 

was 33 and 38 respectively. 

 

4.1 More than one-third of the respondents have encountered sex-

ual harassment 

Among the 193 workers being interviewed, 36.4% (70 workers) said that they or 

their colleagues had been sexually harassed in different forms. 

 

——————————————-- 

11. Dongguan and Shenzhen are the major industrial zones in the Pearl River Delta Metropolitan Region. Many of the facto-
ries there were set up by foreign investors since the 1980s.  

Age:   

 

18-35 68.5%  

36-45 31.5%  

City of their factory: 

 

Dongguan 60.6% 

Shenzhen 29.0%  

Other inland cities 10.3%  
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This research found a lower rate of female workers who had experienced sexual 

harassment than a similar study in 201312, but this does not necessarily imply 

that the situation has improved. We believe the number of cases is under-

reported.  

One possible reason for the under-reporting is that women workers feel deeply 

embarrassed at the idea of discussing their experience of sexual harassment. Our 

researchers were informed, “It’s just too difficult to talk about.’ Therefore, most 

female workers are less willing to share their experiences with an unfamiliar re-

searcher.  

More importantly, women workers have different conceptions and understanding 

of sexual harassment. In our questionnaires, we listed the behaviours defined as 

sexual harassment in the Chinese law. They were asked whether the actions 

would constitute sexual harassment or not. Many workers did not consider some 

of the listed behaviours as sexual harassment:  

 

 

‘Dirty jokes’ and ‘Staring at breasts and hips’ were the most common sexual har-

assment behaviours in factories (see section 5) but only about 25% of the re-

spondents agreed that these are forms of sexual harassment. 

————————————————- 

12. Hand-in-Hand Workers' Activity Centre. (2013, Nov 21). Make Sexual Harassment Seen-Sexual Harassment of Factory 
Women Workers. Retrieved October 30, 2020 from: http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_6aa3941c0101hcvk.html  

 Agree Disagree Don’t know 

Dirty jokes and/or offensive comments about the body and ap-

pearance 

26.4% 48.1% 25.3% 

Sexually suggestive messages, calls or letters 53.8% 25.9% 20.2% 

Sexually suggestive gazing or postures, e.g. eyes staring at 

breasts and hips, etc. 

27.4% 50.2% 22.2% 

Sexually related contents at work, e.g. pornographic pictures 

and slogans 

30.5% 47.6% 21.7% 

Physical contact without your consent, e.g. touching or deliber-

ately rubbing your body 

100% 0% 0% 

You were forcibly kissed or requested for sex favours 100% 0% 0% 

http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_6aa3941c0101hcvk.html
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When the respondents were asked why they did not consider these behaviours to 

be harassment, they said: 

‘(I’m) already used to it, just ignore him.’ 

‘Dirty jokes are mild and harmless.’ 

‘Only with actual actions (messaging, touching) are sexual harassment, the 

others are just inappropriate behaviours’ 

‘It’s his freedom to tell dirty jokes and stare.’ 

 

The above responses may imply that these behaviours often occur without phys-

ical contact at factory level interactions, and many female workers become ac-

customed to them and therefore, do not see them as sexual harassment.   

Also, if the factory management did not take any action when sexual harassment 

took place, both the harassers and the victims might consider these behaviours 

as a norm in the factory and normalize them. 

Another possibility might be that the workplace is full of complex social interac-

tions and women workers’ perceptions of what constitutes harassment or not is 

due to various factors ranging from age to personality differences.  

The wide-spread of social stigmatization, normalization of harassment in the 

factory and the subjectivity of individuals may explain the relatively low rate of 

sexual harassment found in this population.   

 

4.2. The harassers were mostly male colleagues in the same team 

Regarding the gender of the harasser, 97% of the respondents indicated that the 

perpetrator was male, 1% female, and 2% reported both male and female. 
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Gender of the harasser 

 

As for the position of the perpetrator of the harassment, 52.8% of the respond-

ents said that they were ‘colleagues of the same team’, 21.4% were ‘colleagues 

of nearby teams’ (15 people), while ‘team leaders’ and ‘security guards’ account-

ed for 10 % respectively. 

 

Harasser’s position at work: 
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It is a noteworthy phenomenon that most offenders were not bosses, but col-

leagues working in the same team.  

In the factories, around 10-20 rank and file workers are assigned to form a work 

team. The team members have to work closely and at times, collaboratively. 

Workers spend most of their day (at least 8 to 10 hours) on repetitive and tedious 

work on the factory floor. Human interaction and communication with col-

leagues of the same team becomes significant during breaks. Therefore, this 

might explain why many victims were harassed by colleagues from the same 

team.  

The position of the harasser affected how the women workers responded to the 

behaviour. All seven respondents who were harassed by someone with a senior 

position said that they were afraid of retaliation (see section 5.1). Six of them 

chose to quit their job to avoid further harassment.  

The power dynamics were clear in these cases. The perpetrators were in a posi-

tion of power at work and were exerting a form of power when they sexually 

harassed the workers.  

According to Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Gender Equality Promotion 

Regulations (Article 11) the factory management has a clear responsibility to 

protect workers’ rights and interests and to stop and prevent sexual harassment.  

 

4.3. Sexual harassment mostly occurred on the factory floor 

When asked about where the sexual harassment had occurred, most respondents 

said that it happened on the factory floor (46.3%), in the dormitory (13%) and at 

the factory entrance (12%).  
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Location of the harassment: 

 

As mentioned in 4.2, more than half of the offenders were colleagues from the 

same team. This phenomenon is most likely due to the fact the factory floor is 

where the workers spend most of their time. 

Sexual harassment also happens at the factory entrance. Usually a security gate 

is set up at the entrance and exit of each factory, and security guards stand on 

guard for inspection. Workers must undergo security checks including body 

checks when entering or leaving the factory. The security check is to prevent 

employees from carrying factory belongings out of the factory area, but also to 

prevent employees from bringing forbidden items to the factory area. Workers 

are vulnerable to sexual harassment when they pass through the security check. 

 

4.4 The most commonly encountered sexual harassment: sexually 

suggestive messages 

 

Factory floor 46.3 % 

Dormitory 13% 

Factory entrance 12% 

Factory floor passage 8.6% 

Canteen 5.7% 

Office 4.3% 

Other 10.1% 
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Question: Have you/ your colleagues ever encountered the following situa-

tions? 

 

 

The most common sexual harassment behaviour reported in the survey was 

‘Sexually suggestive messages, calls or letters’ accounting for a total of 

70.2%. 

‘My colleagues often send me flirty messages on WeChat.’ 

‘He always texted my colleagues on WeChat, including some sexually sug-

gestive pictures and videos. The colleagues felt very embarrassed. Later, the 

colleagues blocked him.’ 

 ‘I had some specific questions and needed to consult the team leader. After 

he answered my question, he implied that he has no girlfriend and wanted 

me to be one. I feel very embarrassed.’ 

 

The second most common behaviour was ‘dirty jokes and/or offensive com-

ments about the body and appearance’ (65.5%) 

 Often Occasionally Never 

Dirty jokes and/or offensive comments about the body 

and appearance 

46.8% 18.7% 34.3% 

Sexually suggestive messages, calls or letters 54.6% 15.6% 29.6% 

Sexually suggestive gazing or postures, e.g. eyes staring 

at breasts and hips, etc. 

15.6% 26.5% 57.8% 

Sharing sexually related contents at work, e.g. porno-

graphic pictures and slogans 

1.5% 0% 98.4% 

Physical contact without your consent, e.g. touching or 

deliberately rubbing your body 

9.2% 29.2% 61.5% 

Being forcibly kissed  0% 1.5% 98.4% 

Request for sex favours 10.9% 7.8% 81.2% 
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‘Colleagues of the same team/ team leaders in the factory floor or factory 

floor passage, make offensive comments about my body and appearance, tell 

dirty jokes in public, and even make physical contact.’ 

‘Tell some dirty jokes and comment on my appearance’ 

‘Tell a dirty joke and startle me from behind’ 

 

The third most common behaviour was ‘Sexually suggestive gazing or pos-

tures, e.g. eyes staring at breasts and hips etc.’ (42.1%) 

‘When I was leaving the factory gate, the security guard would leer at me, or 

sometimes tell some dirty jokes on purpose’ 

 

Touching without consent, request for sex favours, and forcible kissing, also col-

lectively accounted for a noticeable proportion. 

 

Physical contact without your consent, e.g., touching or deliberately rub-

bing your body’ (38.4%)  

‘At first, I thought it was just an accident. After a few times, I realized that 

he was pawing at me. Then I rejected him and flung his hand away.’ 

‘He touched me from time to time on the factory floor and sometimes even 

hugged me.’ 

‘The security guard always felt me up or grabbed my hand.’  

‘Touched my hands and shoulders without my consent.’  

‘When we got off from work, the security guard was joking with my col-

league and touched her face. The first time my colleague just ran away, but 

after several times she warned him she would file a complaint to the head of 

the security team.’ 
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Request for sex favours (18.7%) 

‘He mainly sent me flirty messages on WeChat. I felt embarrassed to say no 

at first, so I didn’t reply and ignored it. Things became more aggravated. He 

asked me to sleep with him. I rejected and scolded him on WeChat.’ 

‘My male colleague broke into my rental house and asked for sex.’ 

‘A male colleague sent a WeChat message to my female colleague, asking 

for sexual favours. She was terrified after receiving it and immediately dis-

cussed with us what to do. Then she rejected the male colleague’s request 

and asked him to stop making weird and unreasonable requests.’ 

It is worth noting that many workers cited examples of "electronic sexual har-

assment", especially one-to-one messages and they all concerned the contents of 

sexual invitations. When workers received electronic sexual harassment messag-

es, they felt less stressful than receiving them in person. ‘Request for sex favors' 

can be received in person or through electronic messages. According to the in-

terviewees, most of the electronic messages were sent by the male co-workers in 

bulk and the recipient simply ignored the messages. However, if a worker re-

ceived a sex offer in person, it might be from a colleague she knew and she 

might feel embarrassed and under greater pressure when refusing the request. 

 

‘Forcibly kissing you’ (3%) 

‘After other people got off work, a male colleague and I had to stay for a 

while to finish the task. When we got off and returned to the dorm, the male 

colleague suddenly kissed me forcibly.’ 

‘A male colleague asked my colleague to go to the park after work, and then 

in a quiet place, he tried to kiss her forcibly. My colleague struggled desper-

ately, then she successfully escaped and went back alone.’ 
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5. HOW DID WOMEN WORKERS RESPOND 
TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT? 

5.1 How did women workers feel when they encountered sexual harass-

ment? 

When asked in an open question about how they felt when they were sexually 

harassed, the workers mostly used negative adjectives such as 'frightened', 

'angry' or 'disgusted' to express their feelings at the time. 

‘Embarrassed’, ‘Shocked, repelled, but still answering his questions’ 

‘Very angry but scared.’ ‘Felt awkward.’ ‘Terrified’ 

‘I was embarrassed, ashamed, and angry.’ ‘Very annoyed.’ ‘Very disgusted.’ 

‘Upset.’ ‘Embarrassed, confused, wanted to escape from that place.’ 

The feeling of ‘Embarrassed’ was mentioned several times. Victims also ex-

pressed a sense of shame when they were sexually harassed. They might blame 

themselves and believe that they might be seen as responsible for the harass-

ment. Thus, the victims were more reluctant to let others know about it or to 

seek help and it might make them suffer from mental health issue after being 

harassed. 

 

5.2 Women’s responses to sexual harassment 

When asked how they dealt with sexual harassment, around 65% of the victims 

chose ‘Directly told the harasser your discontent,’ and 40% of them avoided see-

ing the harasser. It is worth noting that around 15% of the female workers chose 

to quit their job.  
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How did you or a worker you know deal with sexual harassment? (Multiple 

choices) 

 

Some victims used a more active way to respond to sexual harassment:  

64.5% of the interviewees had stood up and 'Directly told the harasser your 

discontent' when facing sexual harassment: 

‘Shocked, said that I was married, and rejected him face-to-face.’ 

‘(A male colleague had broken into the rental house to request sex) She was 

terrified of the house being broken into, but she decisively drove him away.’ 

‘At first, I didn't express my anger, but then I scolded him fiercely.’ 

‘Flung away his hand. He didn't do this to me again, but he then harassed 

others’ 

‘Rejected him, but he continued to harass her. It's because he is the boss with 

power and knew that my female colleague would not dare to speak up.’ 

In addition, 17.7% of the respondents ‘Told other colleagues’. They asked col-

leagues for help and discussed counter measures with them.  

Meanwhile, some of the victims tried to escape from the harasser.  

41.9% of them chose ‘Avoided seeing the harasser’: 

‘Awkward, confused, and wanted to leave that place.’ 

‘Frightened and hide away.’ 

Directly told the harasser your discontent 64.5% 

Avoided seeing the harasser 41.9% 

Told other colleagues 17.7% 

Did not take any actions 3.2% 

Resigned/quit the job 14.5% 

Asked for help from the union or Women’s Federation 1.4% 

Complained to the factory 0% 

Called the police 0% 
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‘Just avoided him but was harassed again.’ 

 

5.3 Nearly 15% of the victims quit their job due to sexual harassment 

In this research, 15% of the victims resigned because of sexual harassment in the 

workplace: 

‘The female colleague was furious, but she was afraid because he was the 

boss after all. She didn't even dare to tell others and she chose to quit her 

job.’ 

‘Of course, she didn't agree, but the man was always annoying her. In the 

end, the colleague couldn't bear it anymore and resigned.’ 

 ‘The supervisor always finds excuses to touch my colleague’s hand. She did 

not dare to resist because she wanted to have a good relationship with her 

supervisor. In the end, she no longer wanted to work in this factory and so 

she resigned.’ 

The victims had to face the risk of being harassed in the factory every day par-

ticularly when the harasser was their boss and supervisor (2.8%). They had no 

way to seek help or escape from the harasser and eventually, they chose to re-

sign.  

In these cases, the factories failed to protect their workers as the law required 

them to do so. Sexual harassment continued to happen in the factory by ignoring 

the act of predators.  
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6.  CAN THE EXISTING SYSTEM 
(FACTORY, UNION, WOMEN'S FEDERA-
TION, AND JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT) PRO-
VIDE ASSISTANCE? 

6.1 None of the victims filed complaints with the factory because they did 

not want their case to be publicized or discussed by others 

If you/your colleagues did not complain to the factory, what is the reason? 

(Multiple answers) 

 

Among 70 respondents where either they or their colleagues had been sexually 

harassed, none of them had complained to the factory. 

72.7% of victims ‘did not want the event to be publicized / discussed’, so 

they decided not to complain. 

‘Just let sleeping dog lies, unless you don't want to work here anymore.’ 

‘Can't tell, it's shameful.’ 

‘I don't want to make a big deal out of it.’ 

‘Complaints may have a small effect, but it will also affect the reputation of 

both of us (myself and the harasser).’ 

This shows that most respondents had no confidence in the factory to deal with 

their case properly. The victims were afraid they would lose their job if they 

filed a complaint. They did not trust that the factory would keep their cases con-

fidential or that their case would not be publicized.  

To avoid gossip 72.7% 

The situation was not serious 42.4% 

Did not know how to file complaints 15.1% 

Thought I could handle it on my own 9% 

The job position of the harasser was higher than mine  9% 

Afraid of retaliation 7.5% 
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42.4% of the victims thought 'the situation was not serious.'  

‘The issue was too small for the factory to pay attention to. They cannot help 

it.’ 

The respondents believed that they could deal with the situation on their own 

and said no to the harasser (mostly colleagues of the same team). More im-

portant, they had little trust in the factory management’s ability to deal with sex-

ual harassment. 

 

25.2% of the victims did not report to the factory as they ‘did not know how 

to file complaints’ 

‘I didn't know to whom to complain. Even if I did, the complaint would not 

have any effect. The factory will just talk to him. This would make more peo-

ple know about it.’ 

‘I didn't know where to complain to. Maybe they (the employers) didn't real-

ize what sexual harassment was.’ 

The responses show that there was a lack of channels for workers to lodge a 

complaint or seek help from the factory. None of the respondents said their fac-

tories have sexual harassment prevention mechanisms in place.  

All seven female workers who had been harassed by their male team leaders or 

bosses thought that 'the offender had a higher position than her.' Therefore, they 

'did not want to have conflicts with him.' They also chose not to complain due to 

'fear of retaliation after filing a complaint.'  

‘Complaints are useless, they will definitely help the management staff, so in 

the end, it would only make you feel ashamed.’ 

‘Worried about reprisals. I came here because I wanted to earn money, not 

to cause trouble. I think complaint is useless. Most of the management are 

men. It is difficult for them to think about the situation of women, and this is 

not what they consider as important.’ 
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It is worth noting that the victims and workers who did not encounter sexual har-

assment had completely different views about the same factory.  

One of the factories offered a helpline service to employees, which the employ-

ees could call for help if they have an emergency. Eight of the workers (who 

were not harassed) said that if they were victims, they would call and definitely 

file a complaint.  

The workers believed that: 

‘Complaining is definitely useful, our factory management is strict, the har-

asser would be fired, and he would be banned from the factory for his entire 

life.’ 

 

However, victims from the same factory said: 

‘Complaints are useless.’ 

‘The management will not help us.’ 

Unlike other complaints or request for assistance, the victims of sexual harass-

ment in our study usually felt ashamed and embarrassed to talk about their expe-

rience. They were also afraid that it would be publicized and their privacy would 

not be protected. Therefore, even if the factory had a helpline, without trust the 

affected workers would be unlikely to call for help. 

 

6.2 Sexual Harassment and the Working Environment  

One of the interview questions was, ‘Do you think incidents of sexual harass-

ment are related to the working environment (e.g., assembly line, factory ar-

rangement and pattern)?’ 

25% of the respondents agreed that sexual harassment was related to the facto-

ry's working environment, and that sexual harassment in the factory was a struc-

tural issue: 
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‘Yes, the leader is a man, and it is a slave-like environment. The manage-

ment is rubbish and set a bad example for other colleagues.’ 

‘Harassers should not be the managers’ 

‘Definitely related. There are more males than females in the factory. The 

factory has not done its duty to 'educate' employees (about sexual harass-

ment)’ 

‘Maybe it is related. The environment is so depressing that some colleagues 

might feel that physical touch and telling dirty jokes can make the atmos-

phere become more relax.’ 

‘We were not allowed to talk to each other during work, and the turnover of 

colleagues is very high. It is difficult to build a good friendship with others 

and to combat sexual harassment together.’ 

Sexual harassment is not a single issue, but a general and structural issue occur-

ring in many factories. Most of the factory managers are male; some of them are 

even harassers. Workers did not believe they would understand the problem of 

sexual harassment on the factory floor.  

It is noteworthy that most of the sexual harassment happened on the factory 

floor, where managers or team leaders were able to stop the act. However, the 

factory management failed to protect the employees. In most cases, the factory 

management did not pay attention or make an effort to act against sexual harass-

ment, such as providing basic educational pamphlets or giving training to their 

employees as required by the law.  

 

6.3 None of the interviewees had turned to the unions for help, as they 

thought the union was useless 

In the interviews, victims were asked whether they had asked some institutions 

to help deal with sexual harassment, including whether they had sought help 
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from the union or women's federation. But almost all of the workers interviewed said 

they had never asked the factory union13 or women's federation14 for help. 

None of the interviewees had turned to the unions for help when they faced sexual har-

assment. More than 90% of the interviewees thought that ‘unions are useless,’ and ‘the 

unions don't care about this’: 

‘It feels like the union is far away from us. Maybe there is some effect, maybe they 

will give a call to the factory management, but I don't think they will take my case 

seriously.’ 

‘The trade unions don't care about this, and no one knows where to find them.’ 

‘Complaining to a union is totally useless, and I don't know where to find the union’ 

When interviewees were further asked about their impressions of the union, they gener-

ally believed that the work of the union was only to organize recreational activities, 

such as organizing company trips and giving out cakes during the traditional Chinese 

festivals. They have not heard of unions fighting for employees' rights or dealing with 

workplace disputes. 

The trade union is the representative of workers which should help workers solve their 

problems in the workplace when they encounter rights or workplace issues. However, in 

this study, workers said that the trade union did not play any role, and their impression 

of trade unions is that they only cared about entertainment and recreation. Most of the 

workers thought that  

‘The trade unions don't care about this (workers being sexual harassed)’ and 

‘Complaining to a union is totally useless’. 

 

 

—————————————- 

13. Union refers to All-China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU), which is the country's sole legally mandated trade union, to which 
all enterprise-level trade unions must be affiliated.  
14. Women’s Federation refers to the All-China Women’s Federation (ACWF), which is responsible for promoting government policies 
on women, and protecting women’s rights.  
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6.4 Only one victim had asked the All China Women’s Federation for help, 

but the Federation silenced her 

The Women's Federation (All-China Women's Federation) is a government body 

that is responsible for promoting policies on women and protecting women's 

rights. 

However, in this study, we found that the workers had little trust in the Women's 

Federation. More than half of the respondents thought the Women's Federation 

was useless. 

 

‘I don't know where the Women's Federation is, and I don't have time to 

complain. If I take leave to find them, my salary will be deducted.’ 

‘I don't know if it is useful to complain to the Women's Federation, or what 

the role of the Women's Federation is.’ 

‘Where's the Women's Federation? They won’t care about my case even if I talk 

to them.’ 

One interviewee stated that her colleague had asked the Women's Federation for 

help but the Women's Federation had silenced her. ‘Later, the Women's Federa-

tion specifically looked for this woman worker, and told her not to continue talk-

ing or speaking up online.’ 

According to Article 53 and 54 of the Law of the People's Republic of China on 

the Protection of Women’s Rights and Interests we mentioned earlier. If a wom-

an’s rights and interests are infringed, the Women's Federation should help the 

victims request and assist the department carry out an investigation and get an 

answer from the department.  When the victim needs litigation, the Women's 

Federation should ‘expose and criticize through the mass media the acts infring-

ing upon the lawful rights and interests of special groups of women, and shall  

The Women’s Federation is useless 52.3% 

Do not know where the Federation is 21.4% 

Do not know what the work of the Federation is 14.2% 

No time to take leave to find the Federation 11.9% 
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have the right to request that the department concerned investigate and deal with 

the cases according to law. 

A female victim, worker A, later posted the incident on social media. She stated 

that there was a road near her factory dormitory where female workers were of-

ten sexually harassed when they were off work. Worker A had also been sexually 

harassed there. Then, A turned to the district Women's Federation for help and 

complained. A few days later, the Federation staff went to the factory together 

with the factory management to find A and threatened her not to talk about her 

incident online anymore.  

After that, she was transferred to another department by the factory. A com-

plained online that the Women's Federation had not only ignored her reasonable 

demands but had also put pressure on her together with the factory management, 

causing further harm to her. 

It is noteworthy that unlike the trade union, the Women's Federation did have a 

specific role to play regarding sexual harassment and the Federation has legal 

responsibilities to provide assistance to the victims. 

According to Article 53 and 54 of the Law of the People's Republic of China on 

the Protection of Women’s Rights and Interests we mentioned earlier. If a wom-

an’s rights and interests are infringed, the Women's Federation should help the 

victims request and assist the department carry out an investigation and get an 

answer from the department.  
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When the victim needs litigation, the Women's Federation should ‘expose and 

criticize through the mass media the acts infringing upon the lawful rights and 

interests of special groups of women, and shall have the right to request that the 

department concerned investigate and deal with the cases according to law.’ 15 

 

However, in this study, when a women worker sought help from the Federation, 

the latter not only ignored her, but also put extra pressure on her. The Federation 

even sided with the factory management and threatened the victim to stop taking 

action against the harasser. It is clear that the Women’s Federation failed to pro-

tect the victims of sexual harassment required by the law.  

 

6.5 None of the victims had asked the police or legal department for help 
 
In this study, one-third of the victims thought the judicial department would re-

ject their case because the latter probably thought that the nature of sexual har-

assment was not serious enough. Another one-third of the interviewees did not 

believe the law would be helpful. 

 

‘The nature of the harassment is not serious. There is no way to protect you 

by law.’ 

‘The law does nothing to help the victims, and I don't know what laws are 

there.’ ‘The current law cannot help the victims. I never heard of a harasser 

being sentenced.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
——————————————————————- 

15. Law of the People's Republic of China on the Protection of Women’s Rights and Interests Retrieved October 30, 2020 
from https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/eoir/legacy/2013/11/08/Protection%20of%20Women%27s%20Rights.pdf  

https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/eoir/legacy/2013/11/08/Protection%20of%20Women%27s%20Rights.pdf
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7. 97% OF THE INTERVIEWEES AGREED 

FACTORIES SHOULD SET UP SEXUAL 
HARASSMENT PREVENTION MECHA-
NISMS 

 

In this study, almost 90% of the respondents said that their factory did not have a 

sexual harassment prevention mechanism.  

97% thought that factories should establish such mechanisms so that workers 

with complaints have channels to deal with sexual harassment. However, some 

respondents were worried that even if there was a mechanism in place, factories 

would only use it 'just for show', 'to cover-up for each other' or 'nothing would 

be done after the complaint was made.' 

As mentioned earlier in this report, there are three laws aiming to protect victims 

of sexual harassment. 

Article 11 of 'Special Rules on the Labour Protection of Female Employees', 'the 

employer should prevent and stop the harassment of female employees in the 

workplace'. Factories have a legal responsibility to set up mechanisms to protect 

women workers from sexual harassment.  
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Article 23 of the 'Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Gender Equality Promotion 

Regulations' provides that, in addition to preventing and stopping sexual harass-

ment, employers must also offer anti-sexual harassment education for employ-

ees.  

The laws clearly state that employers should stop sexual harassment and set up 

anti-sexual harassment guidelines in the workplace. It is employers’ responsibil-

ity to provide a safe working environment for workers. If the workers do not 

know about the existence of the laws, the employers should be held responsible 

for not educating the workers about their rights.   

However, due to a lack of penalties and law enforcement agencies, the majority 

of factories do not have measures for preventing and stopping sexual harassment 

nor provide education for workers.  
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8. REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to more effectively prevent and address sexual harassment in the facto-

ry, our research team has the following recommendations:  

 

1. Factories 

● Should immediately set up sexual harassment prevention mechanisms and 

policy. Committees dedicated to dealing with sexual harassment complaints 

should be established. Sexual harassment cases should be handled confiden-

tially and frontline women workers should be represented on the committee. 

The prevention mechanisms should be reviewed from time to time to ensure 

its effectiveness.  

● Regular sexual harassment prevention training and education should be pro-

vided to both managers and employees. 

 

2. Trade Unions 

● Should strengthen sexual harassment prevention education and publicity in 

factories.  

● In cases where they are approached for help, unions should assist victims of 

sexual harassment in making complaints and negotiating with the factory on 

behalf of the victims and come up with a satisfactory solution. 

 

3. Women’s Federation 

● Should follow the Laws’ requirements and support the victims of sexual har-

assment. 

● Should set up a helpline to provide workers who need support such as coun-

selling and legal advice, and ensure that the personal data of the workers fil-

ing the complaint is kept confidential and will not be leaked throughout the 

process. 
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4. Workers 

Sexual harassment is unwelcome behavior and it is not consensual interaction. 

The workers should empower themselves by obtaining more knowledge through 

collective training and self-education. Only when workers are trained and 

equipped with knowledge of their rights and interests, will they know how to re-

ject sexually harassment decisively. Workers need to: 

● Learn what the laws say about workers’ legal rights and interests, employers’ 

legal responsibility to prevent and stop sexual harassment in the workplace.  

Make full use of the laws to protect their legal rights and interests when they 

are sexually harassed.  

● Find out all the government departments/units which have power to handle 

and settle sexual harassment disputes. 

● Set up workers’ self-help groups to support each other by organizing self-

training and education and share experiences about how to react and reject 

sexual harassment effectively or discuss counter measures. For example, or-

ganize role play training and let everyone practice and rehearse with col-

leagues about how to speak up concerning wrong behaviors when they are 

harassed, by making statements such as “Do not make dirty jokes, that is 

harassment,” or “Do not touch my butt, that is sexual harassment.” 

● The workers’ self-help groups can organize training for workers how to keep 

detailed records of who was involved, where, when and how the sexual har-

assment occurred for making complaints later. 

● Support and encourage fellow workers who are being sexually harassed in 

standing up and fighting smartly against the harasser including seeking help 

to lodge a complaint and file a court case.   

● The workers’ self-help groups can also organize psychological counselling 

support and assistance for colleagues being sexually harassed. Due to the 

limited resources, the self-help groups at least can start with the willingness 

to listen and support the victims by saying, ‘As long as you are willing to 

talk, I am willing to listen to your feelings’ and ‘Don’t be afraid, we will 

support you’. If the victim wants to file a complaint, the group members 

could say, ‘I will accompany you to the management to file a complaint’. 
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9. CONCLUSION 
 

This research has provided a general picture of sexual harassment faced by 

women workers every day in the factory environment in mainland China. This 

study shows that more than one-third of the interviewees have been sexually 

harassed in the workplace. We believe that the actual number of victims is likely 

much higher. Unfortunately, despite there being many victims, almost none of 

them had sought help through the existing mechanisms.  

Ninety-seven percent of the women worker respondents agreed that factories 

should establish sexual harassment prevention mechanisms. There is, therefore, 

a very unequivocal mandate to urge factories to implement immediate measures 

to protect women workers from being sexually harassed in the workplace. It is 

the obligation of employers to provide a safe and gender-friendly working envi-

ronment to workers. 
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